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Medical Institute, University of California at San Diego, La Jolla, CaliforniaABSTRACT Deletion of the b-bulge trigger-loop results in both a switch in the preferred folding route, from the functional loop
packing folding route to barrel closure, as well as conversion of the agonist activity of IL-1b into antagonist activity. Conversely,
circular permutations of IL-1b conserve the functional folding route as well as the agonist activity. These two extremes in the
folding-functional interplay beg the question of whether mutations in IL-1b would result in changes in the populations of hetero-
geneous folding routes and the signaling activity. A series of topologically equivalent water-mediated b-strand bridging interac-
tions within the pseudosymmetric b-trefoil fold of IL-1b highlight the backbone water interactions that stabilize the secondary and
tertiary structure of the protein. Additionally, conserved aromatic residues lining the central cavity appear to be essential for both
stability and folding. Here, we probe these protein backbone-water molecule and side chain-side chain interactions and the role
they play in the folding mechanism of this geometrically stressed molecule. We used folding simulations with structure-based
models, as well as a series of folding kinetic experiments to examine the effects of the F42W core mutation on the folding land-
scape of IL-1b. This mutation alters water-mediated backbone interactions essential for maintaining the trefoil fold. Our results
clearly indicate that this perturbation in the primary structure alters a structural water interaction and consequently modulates the
population of folding routes accessed during folding and signaling activity.INTRODUCTIONIn b-trefoil proteins, conserved aromatic residues lining the
central cavity are common (1) and appear to be essential for
both stability and folding. For the six-stranded b-barrel
protein interleukin 1-b (IL-1b), deviations of b-strands
away from optimal hydrogen-bonding geometry require
bridging waters to maintain hydrogen-bonding interac-
tions between neighboring b-strands (2), which alter the
hydrogen-bonding network of the IL-1b trefoil structure
and are responsible for many of the effects we observe in
the folding, stability, and cooperativity (1,3). This suggests
that structural waters buried within the protein cavity are
essential components for both efficient folding and trans-
mission of function (4–10).
The b-barrel of IL-1b is a geometrically stressed structure
(11) that uses three water-protein interactions as structural
lynchpins, pinning the cap to the b-barrel (Fig. 1, A and
B). Analysis of structural water interactions using available
structures of core mutants revealed a rearrangement of the
backbone hydrogen-bonding characteristics for the F42W
mutant (PDB ID 1L2H). In the first trefoil subunit, b-strands
1–4, we observe interactions between water and residues
L10, L18, and V40. Previous studies (12–14) also detected
the presence of two waters in the first trefoil, linking
L18/L10 and V40/L10 (donor/acceptor). Hydration
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0006-3495/13/08/0975/9 $2.00where the introduction of aromatic residues within the hy-
drophobic core of the molecule resulted in changes to the
side-chain hydrogen-bonding interactions (1) (Fig. 1 C),
agrees with observations based on NMR data (15), showing
that the structural water no longer interacts with V40. A
schematic of the W42-L10-L18 water interactions is
depicted in Fig. 1 C. The side-chain amide nitrogen of
F42 is 2.93 A˚ from the nearest water oxygen, consistent
with the expected N-Hε$$$O bond length of 2.8 A˚ (16).
The adaptation in the hydration of the b-trefoil fold in the
F42W sequence variant illustrates the robustness of the
structural waters. However, the resilience of water inter-
actions argues for the overall stability of the macroscopic
average structure, consistent with the experimental observa-
tion where these mutations did not result in significant
changes in stability (17). Furthermore, it is possible and
probable that the populations of the native state ensembles
of the sequence variants differ. Conformational flexibility
or increased sampling within the native state ensemble
may occur as previous folding kinetic studies showed that
aromatic residues around the internal hydrophobic cavity
of IL-1b play essential roles in folding (1,17), as folding
of the F42 mutant was dramatically different compared to
wild-type (WT) (17).
Most proteins have a folding landscape low in energetic
frustration, with few traps. Consequently, the topology of
the native fold is the key factor in determining the folding
mechanism (18). Energetically unfrustrated structure-based
potentials have successfully been used to simulate the initialhttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2013.06.019
FIGURE 1 The structural waters involved in IL-1b. (A) The three-dimen-
sional NMR structure of IL-1b (PDB ID: 6I1B). The six b-barrel strands are
in blue, whereas the six b-strands composing the cap are in red. The waters
are depicted in the space-filling format as gray spheres. Structural waters
and respective interactions discussed are highlighted as black spheres. (B)
A two-dimensional representation of the pseudo-threefold symmetric
b-trefoil fold. The b-strands are numbered, and the position of structural
waters (black) and their H-bond partners are indicated. The trefoil units
are numbered I–III. (C) Schematic of the WT V40-L10-L18 (upper panel)
W42-L10-L18 (lower panel) water interactions. The mutant IL-1b inter-
actions were taken from the crystal structure of the F42W mutant IL-1b
sequence variant (1L2H (1)). There are two waters in between the three
residues leading to the following interpretation from their model: Water 1:
HN-L10/O-WAT1, Hε -W42/O-WAT1. Water 1: HN-L18/O-WAT2,
H-WAT2/ O0-L10
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IL-1b (19) where interactions within the central trefoil sub-
unit (b-strands 5–10) dominate the folding landscape, with
additional influences coming from b-strand 4 (residues 40,
42, 43) (20). This route is most prevalently populated exper-
imentally as it ensures the proper packing and orientation of
the trigger loop in IL-1b that is key in the functional role of
the protein (20–23). Perturbation events at any site on the
protein surface (or within the interior) do not create new
pathways for this protein but only shift the preexisting
ensemble of pathways (22,24). Thus, although the folding
of IL-1b progresses through population of a single, stable,
and easily detected intermediate, characterized by the domi-
nant functional loop-packing route (central trefoil b-strands
nucleating first), additional studies have confirmed that mul-
tiple distinct routes (and thus intermediate species) to native
both computationally (25,26) and experimentally (22,27)
exist for IL-1b, where the initial nucleating b-strands differ
from the WT dominant route (22). This begged the question
of whether mutations in this protein would result in altered
populations in folding routes and function.Biophysical Journal 105(4) 975–983Initial characterization of the F42W mutant highlighted
altered folding kinetics that differed from WT protein and
the single mutant (W120F), where F42W exhibited dif-
ferences in observed refolding relaxation times (17).
These changes appeared to be unique to the F42W mutant,
as W120F displayed no change in relaxation rates when
compared to the WT, thus the biphasic behavior of the
F42Wmutant during folding is related to interactions ofW42.
Given our deeper understanding of the energy landscape
of IL-1b where residue-specific minor energetic or geomet-
ric perturbations appear to alter the frequency of a chosen
folding pathway (25,26), and recent experimental work con-
firming these complex predictions (21,22,27), we examined
the effects of altering the hydrophobic interactions related to
loop packing of the core of IL-1bwith the F42Wmutant and
the resulting effects on the population dynamics of the
previously characterized folding routes (25–27). We use a
series of folding kinetic experiments, including pulse-label-
ing hydrogen-deuterium exchange (HDX) combined with
electrospray ionization-mass spectrometry (ESI-MS), and
folding simulations with structure-based models (SBM)
(19,28,29), to characterize the changes observed in folding
(17) as a result of this mutation. Our results show that
although a folding intermediate containing significant
secondary structure is populated by this variant, similar to
that observed for WT, the longevity of the intermediate state
was noticeably altered. Strikingly, the F42W mutant native
state is formed on two different timescales, quite distinct
from WT IL-1b (17). This supports the presence of multiple
folding routes for IL-1b and indicates that a population shift
in the routes can be modulated by subtle changes in water-
backbone as well as side-chain interactions. Taken together,
the delicate relationship between side-chain interactions,
geometric stress, and route population is demonstrated by
showing how an amino acid substitution, and the subsequent
changes to structural backbone interactions, can help navi-
gate the complex energy landscape during folding.MATERIALS AND METHODS
Expression, purification, and sample preparation
Site-directed mutagenesis, expression, and purification were performed to
obtain F42W mutant IL-1b protein as previously described (17).Pulse-labeling HDX
The F42W mutant protein was concentrated to 4 mg/ml and prepared as
previously described (21–23). Refolding time points were collected from
20 msec to 2.5 s using a Biologic QFM5 quench flow, whereas manual mix-
ing was carried out for time points greater than 2.5 s as previously described
(23). Control reactions were carried out as previously described (23). All
samples were then concentrated to 2.5 ml using a Centriprep10 (Amicon,
Cork, Ireland) and the buffer exchanged to 50 mM ammonium acetate
pH 5.0 using a PD10 column (Pharmacia, Buckinghamshire, UK). The sam-
ples were then concentrated to ~0.5 mg/ml with a Centricon10 and stored
at –20C until further analysis.
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Mutant IL-1b protein was unfolded in 2.4 M guanindinium hydrochloride
(Gdn-HCl)/50 mM ammonium acetate pH 5.0 with a protein concentration
of 1.2 mg/ml and refolded to 0.4 M Gdn-HCl by a 1:6 dilution into 50 mM
ammonium acetate. The protein was allowed to refold for various times
before an unfolding jump with a 1:2 dilution of 6 M Gdn-HCl. The change
in fluorescent signal was followed over a time course of 1000 s. The final
protein concentration in the reaction was 0.1 mg/ml with a Gdn-HCl con-
centration of 3.2 M. The data were obtained on the Applied Photophysics
(Surry, UK) SX-17 MV similar to previously described techniques
(17,22). All traces exhibited two exponential phases of 10 and 95 s. The
amplitudes were determined from a global fit of the data with the time
constants linked. The resulting amplitudes were then plotted as a function
of delay time and fit to a single exponential.1-anilino-8-naphthalene sulfonate (ANS) binding
assay
Refolding of the F42W mutant in the presence of ANS was carried out in
50 mM ammonium acetate, pH 5.0, and 25C as previously described
(22). The protein was unfolded in 2.2 M Gdn-HCl and allowed to equili-
brate overnight. Refolding jumps to final protein concentrations of 0.55,
0.1, and 0.2 mg/ml were determined in the presence of 0.2, 0.4, and
0.6 M Gdn-HCl with an ANS concentration of 100 mM. Because all studies
were performed with a final protein concentration of 0.2 mg/ml the relaxa-
tion times were determined at this protein concentration.Simulations with structure-based models (SBMs)
Simulations were performed with structure-based models of IL-1b. TheWT
model, coarse-grained at the Ca level, was built as in (25,26) from structure
6I1B, and using the same contact map, comprising 422 residue contacts.
The form of the model is identical with the exception of the tertiary contact
potential (28), which does not affect the observed mechanism. Water is not
directly represented in the model, but effective solvent interactions are
included by construction. In the region around the structural waters in
trefoil unit I, the model contains contacts between residues Leu-10,
Leu-18, Val-40, and Phe-42 that correspond to interactions mediated by
hydrogen bonds made by the two water molecules (Fig. 1). Assuming
that the shorter hydrogen bonds formed by the displaced structural water
in the F42W mutant are also stronger, we have modeled the effect of the
mutation by strengthening the contact between residues Leu-10 and
Phe-42 by a factor of three. Simulations of the WT and mutant models
were done with a customized version of Gromacs (30). Umbrella sampling
was applied to a continuous analog of the number of native contacts Q to
sample across the whole reaction coordinate and especially in the transition
region. Simulations for both systems were performed at a constant reduced
temperature of T ¼ 1.13, close to both their respective equilibrium folding
temperatures. Analysis of the folding routes in the WT and mutant SBMs
identified structures with 210 to 220 formed contacts, corresponding to
Q ¼ 0.5, which were at the same time at the bottom of the applied umbrella
potential, thus no umbrella force was acting upon them. The structures
obtained from both the WT and the F42W mutant models were collected
separately and clustered by structural similarity, expressed through the mea-
sure of Qmf defined in (31), using the UPGMA algorithm implemented in
the neighbor program of the phylip package (32). Inspection of the resulting
trees with the programs, Dendroscope (33) and VMD (34), confirmed that
the two major subtrees correspond to the three available folding routes pre-
viously described for WT IL-1b (functional loop-packing, backtracking,
and barrel-closing routes) (25,26). By counting structures in each subtree
that originated from the WT or mutant model, relative weights of the two
routes in both systems could be determined. Joint clustering of the struc-
tures from both WT and mutant models together confirmed the results.In addition to the equilibrium simulations, using the same structure-
based potentials, we performed kinetic folding runs of the WT and mutant
models. A total of 125 unfolded structures were taken from five different
runs at T ¼ 1.5 for each model. Each of these structures was refolded
into five independent runs at T ¼ 1.0 for a total of 625 refolding attempts
for either WT or mutant. The refolding temperature lies ~10% below Tf,
which is the largest degree of undercooling practical in this system because
of increasing local trapping.Stimulation of A549 cells with IL-1b
A549 epithelial lung carcinoma cells were cultured in Ham’s F12Kmedium
supplemented with 2 mM L-glutamine, 1.5 g/L sodium bicarbonate, and
10% fetal bovine serum (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) and incubated at
37C with 5% CO2. Before the assay, 25,000 cells were seeded per well
in a 96-well plate, and allowed to adhere to the plate for 15 h at 37C,
5% CO2. WT and F42W/W120F protein concentrations were determined
by Bradford assay and subsequently normalized to 2 mg/ml. The cells
were stimulated with varying amounts of WT or F42W/W120F IL-1b for
4 h, and the supernatant collected. The supernatant was diluted 1:20 with
media and stored at 4C overnight. The level of secreted IL-6 was measured
by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay and quantified against IL-6 stan-
dards (eBioscience, San Diego, CA).RESULTS
To date, details of the complex nature of the folding mech-
anism of IL-1b have been effectively characterized through
the combined use of computer simulations (25,26,35) and
experimentation (20,22,23,27). More recently, greater in-
sight regarding route selection and population dynamics of
IL-1b has been gained from the partnership of these two
approaches, detailing, an interplay between folding and
function on a complex folding landscape with multiple
routes available for folding (21,22,36). In this study,
in vitro experiments and SBMs were coupled to elucidate
the role of structured-water backbone interactions in modu-
lating the folding landscape of IL-1b.Computer simulations modeling altered
structural water interactions
For equilibrium simulations of IL-1b, the dominant compo-
nent of the equilibrium distribution of structures in the
transition region in the WT model corresponds to the func-
tional route (packing of the central trefoil b-strands). A
second minor route consists of the barrel-closure and back-
tracking routes (both require the terminal ends to coalesce
first). In the mutant model, the population of these minor
termini-related routes is increased at the expense of the
functional route (Fig. 2). Although a preference for either
of these routes cannot be identified, the shift away from
the functional route is significant (80% population for
WT, 68% population for F42W, respectively) (Fig. 2, A
and B). Furthermore, the distribution in the simulations
below Tf, under strong refolding conditions, are more
reflective of experimental conditions (i.e., strong
refolding/unfolding), and reveal a similar increase in theBiophysical Journal 105(4) 975–983
FIGURE 2 The simulated multiple folding routes for the F42W IL-1b mutant. (A) Contact maps highlighting the different available folding routes for the
F42Wmutant. The functional loop-packing route (purple, right), where contacts from the central and C-terminal trefoil units form first, is the dominant pop-
ulation for the WT and mutant IL-1b. For the mutant protein, this route is less populated as a result of the altered water interaction. The barrel-closure route
(green, left), where the N- and C-termini first come together, thereby closing the b-barrel, is more populated as a result of the altered contacts. (B) A bar graph
representing the shift in route distribution seen in simulated equilibrium experiments as a result of the change in side-chain and water interaction for the mutant
protein. (C) Results of SBMmodeling belowTf forWT (gray) andmutant (blue)models. Colored traces represent themean fraction formed contact interactions
in the N-terminal region. At Q ¼ 0.5 (dashed vertical line), the mutant shows a substantial gain in N-terminal contacts. Errors are smaller than symbols.
978 Capraro et al.fraction of barrel-closure structures for the mutant model,
where the difference between WT and mutant is greater
than in the equilibrium simulations (Fig. 2, B and C). It is
interesting to note that the behavior in the undercooling
runs is quite different from that of the equilibrium data, sug-
gesting strong kinetic effects on the folding mechanism for
these proteins. As both sets of simulations show a clear dif-
ference in populations of folding routes in the F42W
mutant, the question now becomes, can these population
changes be experimentally observed given the dominance
of the functional folding route population?FIGURE 3 Plot of the relative fluorescence versus time for the refolding
of the mutant in the presence of ANS. The refolding data are in red, whereas
the fit is shown in black. The process exhibits an increase in fluorescence,
followed by a biexponential decay in the fluorescence intensity. The inset
shows the first 600 msec of the folding reaction. The kinetic behavior of
the F42W mutant differs from that of WT IL-1b where release of ANS is
noticeably faster than that previously determined for WT IL-1b (22) in
the initial phase of folding (inset).Altered folding mechanism monitored optically
Experimentally, the refolding of WT IL-1b is characterized
by the fast formation of an intermediate followed by the
slow formation of the native state. Previous studies have
shown that the refolding reaction is devoid of a burst phase
and that the intermediate and native species exhibit relaxa-
tion times that are different from one another (23). Forma-
tion of the IL-1b intermediate can also be monitored by
ANS as the fluorophore allows for optical detection of this
structure (37–40). In particular, for IL-1b, ANS binds
to the hydrophobic region of the protein associated with
the kinetic intermediate and the geometrically stressed
functional loop-packing region (b-strands 5–10, part of
b-strand 4) (22,41). Using this fluorescent probe, refolding
in the presence of ANS was employed to assess the forma-
tion of the intermediate in the F42W mutant. Fig. 3 shows
the refolding kinetics as monitored by ANS fluorescence.
The process exhibits an increase in fluorescence, followed
by a biexponential decay in the fluorescence intensity. The
kinetic behavior of the F42W mutant (Fig. 3, inset) differs
from that of WT IL-1b where release of ANS is noticeably
faster than previously determined for WT IL-1b (22). This
distinct difference in release of ANS provides a signature
signal for an altered mechanism of folding (22) for
the mutant protein. The kinetic behavior for F42W wasBiophysical Journal 105(4) 975–983adequately fit to three phases with relaxation times of
31 msec, 2.2 s, and 18.4 s.Shift in the population ensemble for the F42W
mutant protein
Characterization of the folding populations using the refold-
ing of the F42W mutant sequence variant was carried out by
HDX pulse labeling and analyzed by ESI-MS. As a neces-
sary prerequisite to folding studies, the number of protons
stable to solvent exchange, which can serve as probes for
folding, was measured. A comparison of the ESI-MS
spectra of the protonated and deuterated control samples
Route Heterogeneity Altered by Hydration Mutant 979for theþ10 charge state is shown in Fig. 4 A. The difference
between the two peaks corresponds to 48 Da; therefore, the
mutant has 48 probes with which to follow the folding
process.
The refolding reaction was followed from 0 to 300 sec.
with a combination of rapid quench and manual-mixing
techniques. Time points earlier than 2.5 sec were deter-
mined by rapid quench, whereas those greater than 5 sec
were collected by manual mixing, as previously described
(23). Fig. 4 B shows the full time course of the folding reac-
tion. Early time points indicate no significant protection
from exchange. The production of an intermediate species
with 22 amides protected from exchange is evident, as is
the subsequent formation of native protein. The native state
does not appear before the intermediate species and has an
increase in mass of 26 Da over this intermediate. Amide
protection obtained for the mutant is similar to the WT pro-
tein in that the intermediate shows protection of 20, whereas
the native traps 24 deuterons. Rate of intermediate for-
mation is similar to that observed for WT intermediate
formation (23).
For clarity, the population data of the U (unfolded), I
(intermediate), and N (native) species over time are plotted
as a two-dimensional projection in Fig. 4 C. In WT, the
intermediate species is highly populated and long-lived
where the intermediate builds to a maximal value at
200 msec and starts to decay around 20 s (23) (Fig.4 C,
dashed lines). In the case of the F42W mutant, the fold-
ing intermediate reaches a maximal population within
200 msec and then starts to decay after 1 s, a stark contrast
when compared to WT (Fig.4 C) (23). The shorter-lived
intermediate population for the F42W mutant has a faster
turnover to native from the intermediate species when
compared to WT IL-1b. Faster turnover of the F42W inter-
mediate indicates a shift in the population dynamics, whereFIGURE 4 (A) Plot of the mass difference between the unfolded and folded F
trapping of stable deuterium atoms in the folded state of the protein. The mass/
exchange data for the F42W mutant from 20 msec to 300 s after the initiation o
termediate is evident along with the formation of the native state. The time is
corresponds to the þ10 charge peak. (C) Plot of the population versus time for
by open triangles, solid circles, and open circles, respectively. The lines represen
to the native state by two discrete paths. The dashed line represents the variousalteration of the backbone-water (1) and packing interac-
tions contribute to the observed changes in the intermediate
species, as a greater population of native is present earlier in
folding, compared to WT (Fig. 4 C). We hypothesize that
this faster turnover of the intermediate is a result of destabi-
lization of the strained topology (14), as more fluid back-
bone dynamics lead to a shift in the route populations as
functional-folding strain is reduced, and therefore a single
route is no longer dominant in folding.Double-jump assay demonstrates multiple routes
to native
A conventional experiment to probe for the presence of
multiple populations during folding is the double-jump
kinetic assay (Fig. 5 A). For WT IL-1b, the slow rate of
unfolding and broadness of the intermediate state is not
amenable to this particular experiment, but mutants of
the protein that unfold faster than WT can be analyzed.
To verify the observed shift in the route population and
experimentally confirm multiple routes to native during
folding, a series of double-jump assays were performed
on the F42W mutant where the protein was allowed to
refold over a time course from 18 msec to 200 s before
the initiation of the unfolding jump (Fig. 5 A). The extent
of formation of N at any time during folding was assayed
by the rate as well as amplitude of the fast phase of unfold-
ing. The amplitudes determined for each relaxation
phase were then plotted and fit to a single exponential as
shown in Fig. 5 B. The data for native state formation
from the double-jump assay indicate two different relaxa-
tion times leading to native formation, giving direct exper-
imental evidence of the bifurcation of the folding pathway
as multiple routes to the native state ensemble are observed
(Fig. 5 B).42W IL-1b mutant protein. The masses differ by 48 Da, which is due to the
charge ratio corresponds to the þ10 charge peak. (B) Plot of the hydrogen-
f folding. The decay of the unfolded population with the increase of an in-
plotted in milliseconds on a logarithmic scale where the mass/charge ratio
the folding of F42W/W120F. The populations of U, I, and N are indicated
t the fit of the data to a parallel pathway model where the intermediate folds
populations for WT IL-1b as represented in (23).
Biophysical Journal 105(4) 975–983
FIGURE 5 (A) Schematic of the double jump experiment used to identify multiple folding routes. For the F42W mutant, the protein was amenable to the
assay that probed for multiple routes to native, as the observed rate of unfolding is noticeably faster than WT (17). Cyan represents the functional-relevant
90’s loop and b-bulge. The two routes that are available can easily be monitored optically. These are the barrel-closure and functional-loop packing routes.
(B) Plot of the fluorescence amplitudes as a function of time for F42Wmutant IL-1b. The amplitudes were determined from the double jump assay where the
unfolded protein was refolded to 0.4 M Gdn-HCl for the period of time shown on the abscissa. The protein was subsequently unfolded and the amplitudes for
each kinetic phase determined. The data indicate two different relaxation times leading to native formation and is experimental evidence of the bifurcation of
the folding pathway and multiple routes to the native state ensemble.
980 Capraro et al.Reduced activity in mutant protein compared
to WT
IL-1b has been shown to enhance the expression of IL-6 in
several different cell types (43,44). IL-1b activity, thus, can
be monitored by the changes in expression of IL-6 in stimu-
lated cells in vitro. Changes in the secretion of IL-6 as a result
of IL-1bmutation are observed for the F42mutation (Fig. 6),
where the mutant shows reduced stimulation of IL-6,
compared toWT. The reduced up-regulation of IL-6 suggests
that altered packing of the core reduces signal transmission as
a result of the modified hydration interaction.DISCUSSION
Packing of the hydrophobic core
The hydrophobic core of WT IL-1b contains a large cavity,
calculated from the crystallographic structure to be ~88 A˚3
(1). Although Phe-42 and Trp-42 have similar placements,FIGURE 6 Plot indicating reduced signaling activity for the F42 mutant.
IL-1b has been shown to enhance the expression of IL-6. Changes in the
secretion of IL-6 as a result of IL-1b mutation are observed for the F42
mutation (blue), where the mutant shows reduced stimulation of IL-6
(blue), compared to WT (black).
Biophysical Journal 105(4) 975–983the side chain of the Trp-42 extends further into the cavity
than that of the Phe-42, reducing the total cavity volume.
Interestingly, instead of the backbone amide of Trp-42
participating in hydrogen-bonding interactions, as occurs
with Val-40 forming an interstrand hydrogen bond to
Cys-8 in WT, the indole amide of Trp-42 participates
in hydrogen bonding to a structural water molecule
(Fig. 1, B and C) (1). The change in backbone bonding of
a structural water molecule in the mutant (Fig. 1 C) (1)
may improve the packing of the functional loops with little
added geometric strain. Although the reduction of cavity
volume and swapped hydrogen bonding has had little effect
on protein stability (17), these consequences confirm that
core packing and geometric strain are rate limiting in
the folding of IL-1b. In the case of this F42W mutant, the
presumed reduction of strain in the molecule increases the
rate of unfolding (17) and may contribute to more efficient
and dynamic folding as a result of the change in the
hydrophobic core.
In WT IL-1b, folding is initiated via the dominant func-
tional route (b-strands 5–10, part of b-strand 4), where early
collapse of the central trefoil region is observed experimen-
tally, as detected by quench-flow mass spectroscopy and
HDX-NMR spectroscopy (20,23). Partially folded protein,
at times, needs to backtrack, where initial native contacts
loosen to allow for packing of strained barrel strands that
include pinning down the cap to the b-barrel, before reach-
ing the final native fold (26,27). Based on HDX pulse label-
ing NMR spectroscopy, the barrel-closure route (folding
initiated by b-strand 1 and 12, i.e., the terminal ends) will
dominate the folding landscape of IL-1b if geometric stress
imparted by packing of functional relevant loops is reduced
or eliminated (22). Here, we speculate that interactions
within the intermediate between residues in b-strand
4 (Val-40, Phe-42, Ser-43), contribute to route selection/
switching. For the F42W mutant protein, altering and
Route Heterogeneity Altered by Hydration Mutant 981strengthening of the mutant-water contacts computationally
(Fig. 2), and changes in the backbone water interaction
experimentally (Fig. 1 C (1)), along with subtle alterations
to the overall cavity volume of the mutant protein (1,45),
shift the sampling between the available routes (Figs. 4
and 5) and signaling efficacy (Fig. 6). The extension of
the hydrogen-bonding network between b-strand 1 and
b-strand 4 as a result of the distinct changes in backbone
interaction switching from the backbone N of Val-40 to
the indole ring N of Trp-42 (Fig. 1 C (1)), allows for a subtle
relaxation of the constraint imposed by packing of the
b-bulge functional loop, located between b-strand 4 and
b-strand 5. As previously shown, reducing geometric strain
within the IL-1b molecule contributes significantly to route
selection/switching (22). Thus, the less-strained mutation
results in an experimentally observed shift from a single
dominant folding route to a more dynamic folding landscape
as the native state is achieved much faster (Fig. 4 C) and via
multiple routes (Fig. 5) for the F42W mutant, compared to
WT IL-1b.
In addition to packing of the hydrophobic core, backbone
water interactions in proteins may do more than stabilize
secondary and tertiary structure; they may also have func-
tional roles. For IL-1b, which binds to the interleukin
type I receptor using two large distinct docking surfaces
designated A and B, located on either end of the IL-1bmole-
cule (46) (Fig. 1 A), mutations at site A propagates binding
and structural changes to site B via the hydrogen-bonding
network (47). Simulation data outline the coupling mech-
anism further with the hypothesis that hydration in IL-1b
can thermodynamically enhance hydrogen bond networks
and promote coupling across long distances, which in turn
allows kinetic control of transmission of signal (48). This
hydration coupling not only is important for biological
function (47) (Fig. 6), but, as demonstrated here, may also
significantly affect folding and population dynamics.Route population shift observed in folding
kinetics
Initial characterization of the F42W mutant protein high-
lighted folding kinetics that were different from WT protein
and the single mutant (W120F), where F42W exhibited dif-
ferences in observed relaxation times for refolding (17). As
W120F displayed no change in relaxation rates when
compared to the WT, the biphasic behavior of F42W during
folding was interpreted as an alteration in the kinetic barrier
from the U to I to N transitions (17) related to side-chain
interactions of Trp-42. Probing the effects of the altered
side-chain interactions through simulation revealed that,
indeed, there is a shift in the population dynamics for
the mutant protein (Fig. 2) despite the smoothness of the
energy landscape in the SBMs that tend to minimize pertur-
bations. Interestingly, experimentally, it has been recently
determined that one can probe the various routes to nativeIL-1b with ANS binding, where the different routes to
native yield distinctive observed changes in ANS release
upon intermediate formation (22). Folding by the barrel-
closure route has a distinctly different signal by ANS
compared to the functional loop-packing route that domi-
nates the folding of WT IL-1b (22). The trace indicated in
Fig. 3, where release of the fluorophore and the subsequent
decay in signal is significantly faster in the initial phase of
the folding reaction (i.e., first 5 s), than that of WT protein,
is strikingly similar to that observed for the bulge-deletion
construct (22), suggesting a shift in route selection. This
population shift is attributed to an increased population
of the barrel-closure route for the formation of the native
mutant protein.Multiple routes lead to the native state
HDX pulse labeling experiments performed indicate that the
relaxation time for the intermediate formation is similar
between the F42W mutant and WT proteins (Fig. 4). How-
ever, with F42W, the kinetic barrier for the transition from
intermediate to native state apparently can be crossed by
more than one route, as indicated by the double-jump assay
(Fig. 5 B). We interpret this as a significant change in the
population distribution of the various routes of folding for
IL-1b. Hence, the reduced kinetic barrier of the intermediate
ensemble and its turnover to native state are an indication of
a redistribution of the population landscape. Consistent with
both the SBM simulations (Fig. 2) and the ANS refolding
experiment (Fig. 3), the population shift resulted in more
of the barrel-closure route being populated for the mutant.
Additionally, the turnover of the intermediate to native is
increased, as highlighted by the decreased longevity (broad-
ness) of the intermediate population as viewed by ESI-MS
(Fig. 4 C). All this is linked to the change in the side-chain
interaction where the decrease in hydrophobicity and a
subtle alteration in cavity volume in the local environment
for Trp-42 allow for increased flexibility from reduced geo-
metric strain and greater observed heterogeneity in the mul-
tiple available routes. Furthermore, these changes translate
into reduced activity, demonstrating the interplay between
folding and function (Fig. 6).CONCLUSION
From both computational and experimental techniques, the
kinetic behavior of the F42W mutant of IL-1b indicates
the delicate balance of interactions involved in protein
folding. The results described here agree with our view of
protein folding-function interplay proceeding via multiple
competing pathways on a funneled energy landscape. Using
the geometrically strained IL-1b molecule as a model
system, the altered packing of the bulkier hydrophobic
side chain of Trp-42 into the hydrophobic core of the
b-barrel clearlymodulates route selection (Fig. 7). The subtleBiophysical Journal 105(4) 975–983
FIGURE 7 Schematic representing the effects of the altered cavity and
structural interactions of the Trp-42 mutation on folding route selection
for IL-1b. Similar to a switch in a train track, the change in backbone
hydrogen-bonding interaction and cavity volume for Trp-42 (red) modu-
lates the selection of routes for the folding of IL-1b, through the altered
interactions effecting b-strand 4 (yellow). For the F42W mutant, switching
between the two routes (green and purple) leads to more efficient folding.
982 Capraro et al.difference of the Trp-42 structural water interaction relative
to WT Val-40 leads to an indirect geometric rearrangement
of structure, where the larger aromatic side chain of Trp-42
packs into the hydrophobic core, swapping the backbone
hydrogen bonding, perturbing the interstrand packing
between b-strand 1 and b-strand 4 and, ultimately, the cavity
volume of the protein. These differences, similar to a switch
on a train track, propagate into changes in the folding mech-
anism that lead to a shift in route population (Figs. 2, 4, and 7).
Shifting of route populations can be more demonstrative,
with dominant routes (22) or transition states (49) completely
switching, with similar functional implications (22). For
the water-interaction changing mutation illustrated here, the
change is reflected in an increase in alternate routes, allowing
for greater experimentally observed heterogeneity in folding
routes and subsequent changes in signaling activity. Taken
together, subtle changes in the local environment (b-strand
4 interactions) related to function (packing of the functional
loops) translate into larger changes in folding (increased
route heterogeneity) as the drive for efficient folding, an
unperturbed native state, and functional signaling intersect.
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